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Synopsis
Little Viking Horse explores the special bond between a horse and his boy as they
learn to truly listen to one another.
Sold to a new home, Icelandic horse Fleygur longs to find a horse-talking human
who can understand him. But instead, he endures cruelty and is finally abandoned.
Rescued by eleven-year-old Roger, Fleygur begins to believe he has found 'the
one’. But can they each overcome their past trauma? Can Roger hold on to his
little Viking horse, and will Fleygur trust Roger enough to follow him into a burning
barn…?
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“It’s got that Black Beauty feel…” - Penny Thomas, Publisher, Firefly Press
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“Catherine is an excellent writer and I never tire of spending time with her Little
Viking Horse. Get ready for a wild, emotional ride!” - Imogen Cooper, award
winning Children's book editor and founder of the Golden Egg Academy
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“My son couldn’t put this down. This is an inspiring, gripping book for horse
lovers. Finding a horse book that is for older children, where a boy is the central
character is rare and had my son gripped from start to finish. He isn't a keen
reader (dyslexic) so we were sad when it came to an end (like all great books) and
hoping for a follow up!” - AMAZON Reviewer
The Author
Catherine lives in Shropshire with two cats, several chickens and three Icelandic
horses, including the real Little Viking Horse. She has never stopped believing that
she can talk to animals, and eventually this belief led her into writing stories for
children. A graduate of the Golden Egg Academy, Little Viking Horse is Catherine’s
first novel, and sold over 1000 copies in the first 12 months.
She is currently writing a story of a badger rebellion – imagine if badgers decided
to fight back against destructive humans, and children could hear the animals talk!
Other Viking horse adventures and stories from the perspective of animals are
taking shape in Catherine’s notebooks.
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